My Home Is My Castle
Across
3. A place to live soldiers
7. A short road leading from a public road to a house or other building.
8. Special public room in a hotel in which you can stay and relax
9. Small area of still water near house
11. Felling certainty about something
14. Keep something from happening
15. A building used for keeping goods
16. Practice with and observation of facts or events
18. A vertical pipe which conducts smoke up from a fire and through the roof of a building.
21. Easily remembered fact because of being special or unusual
23. Very small
26. A building for car or motorbike
27. Expel someone from a property
28. Special man who providing food or water

Down
1. Person have severe difficulty in breathing because of a constricted throat
2. Uncomfortably small
4. A dark area coming between rays of light and a surface
5. Room for temporary accommodation
6. A priest or magician which communicate with nature
7. Person in a state of unhappiness
10. Happy New Year tree in Russia
12. Part of the city's most distant from the center
13. Not adapted for use
17. Not damaged
19. A distinctive aspect of something
20. Special thing that we use to clean the floor
22. Regret for something that someone has done wrong
24. Special pit surrounding a castle, fort, or town
25. Small, single-storey house
29. Give a new name to something